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BRAY et al. v. UNITED STATES NET & TWINE CO. et al.
(Circuit Court, S. D. York. December 19, 1896.)

1. PATENTS-INVENTION-Fr,y-BoOKS FOR ANGLERS.
The Bray patent, No. 333,384, for an improvement in fly-books for

anglers. consisting in a combination wherein the principal feature is a
coiled spring which, by compression between the coils, holds the sneIls
straight and in such a manner that each can be removed without dis-
turbing its neighbor, discloses patentable invention.

2. SAME-EQUIVALENTS. .
A coiled spring is not necessarily' the mechanical equivalent of a leaf

spring; ·and its substitution. for the latter may involve invention, where
it does not perform the usual of a coiled spring'. and the com-
bination produces a new and beneficial result.

This was a suit in equity by Mellen Bray and others against the
United States Net & Twine Company and others for infringement
of a patent for an improv.ement in fly-books for anglers.
Odin B'Roberts, for complainants:
Frank:y.BrieseJi, for defendants.;

. COX'E, District Judge;. This action is based upon letters patent,
granted toMellen Bray, December 29, 1885, for an im-
in fly-books for l:!llglers. The object of the invention is

to prevent the snells attached to the flies from becoming set in coils
and to keep them straight and ready for use whether they be long
or short. This is accomplished by an arrangement which enables
the angler to place his flies in the book and remove them therefrom
quickly and without disarranging the other flies which the book may
contain. The invention is sufficiently described in the claims, as
follows:
"1. A page for carrying artlficial flies, having a catch or catches extending

tlcross the pag.e, to hold the hooks, and provided with a coiled spring, par-
allel to the line of said catch or catches, to receive and hold the gut between
Its coils, substantially as described.
"2. A page for carrying' artificial flies, provided with a raised catch or

catches extending across the page, to hold the hooks, and further provided
with a coiled spring parallel to the line of said catch or catches, to receive
and hold the gut between its coils, substantially as described.
"3. A page for carrying artificial fiies, having a catch or catches extending

across the page, to hold the hooks. and provided with a coiled spring par-
allel to the line of said catch or catches, to receive and hold the gut between
its coils, said spring being free to hove laterally on a support passing through
it, substantially as described.
"4. A page for carrying artificial files, provided with a raised catch or

catches extending across the page, to hold the hooks, and further provided
with a coiled spring, parallel to the line of said catch or catches, to hold
the gut between its coils, said spring being free to move laterally on a sup-
port passing through It, substantially as described,"
The defense is lack of invention. Infringement, if not admitted,

is proved. The elements of the claim considered sep-
arately are old but the combination is new and performs new func-
tions and produces better results than anything which preceded it.
'l'he invention, of course,is not a great one, but Bray has placed in
the hands of anglers the device for which they had long been look-
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ing and had not found before. His book is simple, convenient,
easily and quickly operated and prevents the aggravating snarls
which often, at the most exciting moment, disarrange the tackle of
the most expert fisherman, and cause him to indulge in expressions
not altogether in harmony with the precepts of the decalogue. The
proof shows that the Bray book is the best in the market, that it
cures the defects of previous structures and meets all the require-
ments of the angler.
There is no hard and fast rule by which to adjudge invention.

Each case must stand on its own facts, but where it appears that the
patented structure is at.the head of the evolution in its particular
art, that it is a marked improvement on what preceded it, that it
does better work and accomplishes more satisfactory results, the
court should surely be predisposed in its favor. 'fhe principal fea-
ture of the combination of the claims is the coiled spring. The in-
ventor in 1880 obtained a patent for a fly-book showing a series of
overlapping leaf springs for holding the snells. It is said that a
leaf spring is an equivalent for a coiled spring and that it did not
involve invention to substitute the latter for the former. This ar-
gument is pressed with ingenuity and force. At first blush it is
certainly plausible, but fails when subjected to careful scrutiny.
The old Bray book was a failure. The leaf springs were calculated
to hold one fly each. If several flies were retained by one leaf the
remo"9'al' of one fly might cause the removal or disarrangement of
the rest. The series of leaf springs acting in this manner is not the
equi"9'alent for the coiled spring of the patent. The latter does not
perfoI'ln the usual functions of a coiled spring. It performs new
and useful functions in its new relation. It operates to hold the
snells by compression between the coils and it holds each firmly but
in such a manner that it can be removed without displacing its
neighbor. The flies can be put in the book and removed from it
by a single movement of the hand. In Electric Co. v. La Rue, 139
U. S. 601, 11 Sup. ct. 670, the supreme court sustained a patent
which substituted a torsional spring fo.r a coiled or flat spring in a
telegraph key, holding that:
"The adaptation of tnis somewhat unfamiliar spring to this new use, and

its consequent simplification of mechanism, justly entitles the patentee to
the rights of an inventor."
See, also, Topliff v. Topliff, 145 U. S. 156, 163, 12 Sup. Ct. 825;

Loom Co. v. Higgins, 105 U. S. 580; Potts & Co. v. Creager, 155 U.
S. 597, 15 Sup. Ct. 194:; Du Bois v. Kirk, 158U. S. 58, 15 Sup. Ct. 729.
In short, Bray made a new' combination which produced a new

and beneficial result never attained before. His book supplies a
want. It has displaced the old books. Considering the limited
demand its popularity has been well attested by its sales. The de-
fendants themselves are his witnesses in this regard for they sell
and mark "Patented" under a patent granted in 1893, a book which
contains all the essential features of the Bray patent.
The complainants are entitled to a decree.
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GOLDING v. WESEL MANUF'G CO.
(CIrcuit Court, S. D. New York. December 19, 1895.)

PATENTS-INVF:NTION-PRINTERS' RULE .AND LEAD CUTTERS.
The Golding patent, No. 206,781, for an improvement in machines for

cutting printers' ruies and leads, discloses patentable novelty in the
special construction of the blade, whereby it is adapted to cut rules by
its rear portion, where great power is applied, and leads by its front por-
tion, where less power is exerted.

This was a bill in equity by William H. Golding against the F.
Wesel Manufacturing Company for alleged infringement of a patent.
John J. Jennings, for complainant.
Louis C. Raegener, for defendant.

COXE, District Judge. This is an infringement suit based on let-
ters patent No... 206,781, granted to the complainant August 6, 1878,
for an improvement in machines for cutting printers' rules and
leads. The novelty of the machine consists in the special construc-
tion of the cutting blade by means of which it is adapted to cut
both rules and leads. The rear portion of the blade, where great
power is. applied, is used for cutting rules which are thick and hard,
the front portion, where less power is applied, is used for cutting
leads which are comparatively thin and soft. The other novel fea-
tures to details of co:nlltruction which prevent lateral move-
ment· of the cutter and impart great strength and ample power to
the machine. The result is a compact and convenient tool which is
known in the art as "The Little Giant." The first and third claims
are .involved. They are .as follows:
"(1) The combination of the pivoted cutter-head with the cutter having the

straigbt and inclined cutting-edges, both located on the same side of, and
the inclined edges next to the pivotal point of, the head, as and for .the pur-
pose set forth."
"(3) In combination with a tlxed cutti:!r and a cutter pivoted at one end,

the guiding-block b6 and arm a 5• fo·r holding the free end of the cutter·
against lateral movement, as described."
As the defendant's machine is almost the exact counterpart of

"The Little Giant," and was advertised by the defendant under the
name of the "ImproYed Little Giant," infringement must be con-
ceded, the only defense relied on being lack of patentable novelty.
This defense be maintained. The proof of patentability is
unusually .cJear and explicit. A simple inspection of the Golding
tool shows.it to be an exceedingly, convenient, efficacious and power·
ful one.. It needl!l no expert to em,phasi2,e this; it is obvious. There
was in the patent for 15 years. Fifteen thou-
sand macbiIWlil have been useq· in. the printers' art•. The defendant
bears testimony to the value of the invention, for it sells an almost
, Chipese reproduction. The Hoe m,achine is the only one in the prior
art which wMactuallyused. in,a practical way by printers. Its in·
feriority to the ;D;ll:\,cpine is apparent at a glance. It
is like comparing the "flint lock" of revolutionary days with the
modErn "Winchester." In structure, convenience of operation and


